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About This Content

The Emporium of Copper and Steel features over 30 orchestrated tracks with a distinctive mix of
Steampunk/Victorian/Industrial sounds.

Created by Murray Atkinson from VGM Library, this epic pack brings you any mood you could ask for:

- Zimmer-inspired Sherlock Holmes style full orchestral masterpieces
- mysterious Chopin-like piano nocturnes

- epic industrial confrontation battle pieces
- old time piano playing right out of a classic saloon

- music for carnivals, fairs and fun parks
- spaghetti-western themed songs

- Baroque harpsichord parlour pieces conjuring images of 18th Century European nobility
- magical music box pieces

- fast paced post-punk industrial blitzes perfect for epic steampunk fueled battles.

If that wasn’t enough, the pack also has over 50 unique sound effects, perfect for puzzles and exploration! Fans of great music,
and especially Steampunk, won’t find a better accompaniment than this.

This pack contains:
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34 gorgeous orchestrated tracks – over an hour of music!

54 Steampunk sound effects and musical cues.

Themes for every mood – adventure, romance, dread, humor and battle.

.ogg and .m4a formats included.

Royalty free music to use in your commercial and non-commercial RPG/IG Maker projects

Check out other Music Packs created by Murray Atkinson:

Wonderland Music Pack
Medieval Warfare Music Pack
Heaven and Earth Music Pack

The Agency Music Pack
Rebel Rapture Music Pack
Epic Strings Music Pack

Heist Music Pack
Sinister Hollows Music Pack
Classic Fantasy Music Pack

Spanish Guitar Strings

Tracklist:

1 - Absinthe
2 - Alchemical Panic

3 - Approach of the Airships
4 - Clockwork Dementia
5 - Django Go Groovy

6 - Faeries and Sprites Delight
7 - Fairgrounds Organ

8 - Gypsy Cabaret
9 - Hallucination - Am I Dreaming

10 - Haunted Shoppe of Cursed Dreams
11 - Il Bandito

12 - London Mystery
13 - Metropolis

14 - Music Box Dance
15 - Music Box Melody
16 - Mystical Music Box

17 - Nocturne in C minor (Orchestra)
18 - Nocturne in C minor (Piano)

19 - Nuit du Carnaval
20 - Ode to Our Royal Queen (Quartet)

21 - Ode to Our Royal Queen
22 - Prescription Absynthe

23 - Red Baron - Biplane Bombardment
24 - Royal Victorian Guard

25 - Saloon of Villains
26 - Steam Cavalry

27 - The Kings Court
28 - The Mystery of Hugh Dunnit
29 - The Showdown - High Noon

30 - Vagabond Magic
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31 - Waltz Impromptu
32 - Window Shoppe Music Box Dream

33 - Window Shoppe Music Box
34 - Ye Olde Player Piano
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Excellent soundtrack from an excellent game. Highly recommended. Unique music styles that are catchy and entertaining.. I
acutally do think this is a good game, but It's just not for me.
I am a shoot 'em up fan but the game had many issues on me.

First of all it crashed when I tried fullscreen.
Then with the second start I just tried to play in that small window. the game was incredibly fast and I thought.. what the hell is
happening?
I restarted the game again and tried fullscreen again. Started to play and everything was much slower (now at the speed it was
supposed to be)
When I accidently hit windows button the game crashed again.

That took all the excitement from me and I refunded.

Also the bosses are somehow way too easy, I love big boss fights but these are just "meh". Is this game supposed to be finished.
You don't even get the simple options like being able to change the keys.
When will game developers work out that not everyone is right handed. Also no preamble so not even sure what the game is
about.

. Short, but sort of interesting.. Click the rhombuses to the beat!
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Let's be clear, first. This isn't a game. This is a visual novel in the strictest sense of the term: a story with graphics. There are no
choices, no secret characters, no branching routes. There's a beginning, a bunch of porn, and an ending. Given that, your mileage
depends quite a bit on how much you enjoy that porn.

Not sure who the intended audience is here, but speaking as an unrepentant fujoshi, turns out it wasn't me. The art was pretty,
but heavily pixel-censored images killed the visual side, the squelching SFX were hilaaariously over the top, both traps were
very obviously voiced by women and the constant variations on "MC's magic p*nis is turning me female!" \/ "now that I've
tasted MC's magic c*m my existence centers around being his personal c*ck sleeve" was super, super tedious. I could go the rest
of my life without hearing the phrase "Ochin-chin miruku" again.

Again, YMMV. If the above sounds like your thing, enjoy.. Useless, discontinued, pieca of crap. Never buy hardware stuff from
Valve. They're too greedy to offer something worth your money.. awesome, killer feels threatening. I loved Guns of Icarus
Online but this game is no where near as good. I only bought it because I wanted to collect all the games in the series. However,
this is expected as it was released in 2010 and was pretty much a little prototype to Guns of Icarus and I didn't expect it to be
great. I bought it for less than a dollar so I can't really complain. That being said, I'm curious why the developers kept this on
Steam as those who have never played Guns of Icarus Online might think that it is similar to Flight of the Icarus and shun Guns
of Icarus Online when it is in fact an amazing game.. Tried this game at E3, and I must say the mechanics of the game are great.
"Not another wave shooter" is exactly what we've been waiting for to come on VR. The locomotion systems provided by the
developers are spot on too. A wide variety of weapons to choose from, with very solid controls. The amount of gameplay
available at this moment is definitely worth the buck. Given that Game Cooks is promising a slick update soon with more
polishing and gameplay hours, I can't but recomend it to everyone with a VIVE right now (and soon occulus ) to try it out.. It's
awesome - just get it and try to figure out what to do. It's magical.. This game made me cry.. Easy to access, fast interface and
highly recommended
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